As the strategic partner, MEEZA highlights the importance of effective and
innovative technologies to achieve the Qatar National Vision 2030

MEEZA to showcase its capabilities in four solution areas at
QITCOM 2014
Doha – Qatar, 25 May 2014 – MEEZA, the leading IT services and solutions provider in Qatar, is
the strategic partner for QITCOM 2014 which will be held at the Qatar National Convention
Centre on May 26-28.
As the strategic partner for QITCOM, MEEZA continues to support the Ministry of Information
and Communication Technology’s objective to encourage innovation and provide the ideal
technology platform for enterprise consumers, entrepreneurs, students and enthusiasts.
MEEZA is constantly striving to gain a better understanding and comprehensive view on how
things are going to evolve in Qatar. It is prepared to serve both private and government
entities to effectively support the robust growth in Qatar through IT enablement.
At QITCOM, MEEZA will showcase its three geographically dispersed interconnected data
centres aptly called M-VAULTs which allow the delivery of Business Continuity and Disaster
Recovery Services. MEEZA will likewise conduct a “live penetration test” to demonstrate the
capabilities of its Security Operations Centre (SOC), the first ever to be commercially available
in Qatar.
With this rapid pace of development in the state, MEEZA is also engaged and plays a pivotal
role in supporting the creation of iconic “Smart Cities”. The objective is to bring all enabling
technologies together in building an intelligent city that will elevate the quality of life and
simultaneously be sustainable through managing energy consumption via smart metering,
people-movers, smart tracking of resources as examples, and the provision of systems for
renewable energy.
“MEEZA has continually endeavoured to be a pioneer in implementing leading and cutting-edge
solutions”, said Ghada Philip El Rassi, CEO, MEEZA. “Our organisation constantly invests in skills
development, professional expertise, and the most effective and innovative technologies to
support the Qatar National Vision 2030”.
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About MEEZA:
MEEZA, a Qatar Foundation joint venture, is an established end-to-end Managed IT Services &
Solutions Provider based in Qatar with the mission of becoming the leading Managed IT
Services & Solutions provider in the Middle East and North Africa. MEEZA is helping accelerate
the growth of Qatar and the region through the provision of world-class Managed IT Services
and Solutions. Additionally, MEEZA provides the Qatari people and others throughout the
region with opportunities to undertake fulfilling careers in the IT industry.
MEEZA’s offerings include Managed IT & Data Centre Services, Cloud Services, Consulting
Services and Workplace Services. MEEZA has three Tier III certified data centres, known as MVAULTs. MEEZA has also established a centralised Command & Control Centre (C3) that
monitors and optimises MEEZA services for clients. Coupled with this facility, MEEZA prides
itself with having the first commercial Security Operations Centre (SOC) in Qatar. The SOC
enables MEEZA to help its clients mitigate digital and cyber security threats. With a network of
interconnected, highly resilient and geographically diverse data centres, MEEZA is uniquely
positioned to offer disaster recovery and business continuity services to clients in Qatar and
across the gulf region. Aside from these, MEEZA is also becoming a recognised systems
integrator and is rapidly establishing its expertise in the area of Smart Cities.
MEEZA offers cost-effective IT solutions and services to help clients focus on their core business
and scale rapidly. Delivering best in class IT security levels, MEEZA helps clients minimise
business risk, reduce IT capital expenditure and speed up time-to-market for new initiatives.
To find out more, visit: www.meeza.net
About QITCOM:
QITCOM 2014 – the third edition of Qatar’s largest ICT event – will feature a conference,
exhibition, awards, and signature offerings aimed at mirroring the aspirations and growth
potential of Qatar's ICT sector. It is aimed at assisting not just an industry, but also a nation
eager to adopt technologies and solutions that will catapult it towards greater heights.
In 2014, QITCOM will once again connect forward-thinking businesses, innovators and industry
leaders to consumers, entrepreneurs, students, and enthusiasts through information and
communications technology.
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